
 

 

Job Title: Sales Development Representative 
(SDR) 

Date: 

Job Description:  

The SDR coordinates and strategizes lead acquisition through cold, and 

warm calls both inbound and outbound, nurtures prospects, follows up, 

records data, screens & qualifies leads, & responds to any and all inquiries 

 

Job Specific Skills, Traits & Responsibilities: 

 

1. Experience in Sales and Customer Service with a confident and pleasing phone voice, 

outstanding soft skills and keen on establishing rapport during conversation 

2. Impeccable communication skills and fluency, both spoken and written 

3. Excellent attention to detail, with exceptional organizational and time management skills 

4. Proactive and a self-starter, adaptable and willing to learn and master set scripts, 

objection handlers, and guides, open to improving processes and call flows 

5. Results-oriented and driven to meet & surpass set metrics (lead conversion) 

6. Tech-savvy and quick to learn new software and applications (CRM and dialers) 

 

Key Activities & Duties: 

 

1. Coordinate strategies to solicit new prospects 

2. Build client relationships through cold call, warm call & respond to inquiries 

3. Nurture prospects, follow up, record data, screen & qualify leads 

4. Move leads through sales funnel, set appointments & manage communications 

5. Email outreach, research market trends, prepare business reports 

6. Practice, memorize, and internalize scripts 

7. Manage listings for products & services 

8. Manage and contact all leads calling and registered from website and other sources, all 

communications logged in CRM and be able to transfer / assign / schedule leads to the 

respective salesperson who can close the deal 

• Make contact through phone/text/email any and all leads within 5 minutes of 

entry (speed to lead) 

• Qualify and note leads to Nurture, Warm or HOT before hand off, appointment 

set or transfer to sales agent 

9. Submit daily, weekly & monthly goals for calls, conversions and appointments set 

10. Follow-up on respective lead’s status, assist in follow-up and nurture when necessary 

11. Research and get info products / services offered to answer lead inquiries 

12. Monitor daily leads and follow-up or contact any that show repeat visits, or have yet to 

raise their hands for a call & work them to qualify or convert into appointments  

13. Track and measure conversion ratios and meet performance benchmarks — track all 

leads currently in process, as well as those leads that have closed files, and submit a lead 

conversion report at the end of the month, this will help measure the success rate of lead 

generation efforts 

14. Call past clients and sphere of influence to ask for referrals. 

 


